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TEACHERS: This area for each slide will have notes for you to base your discussion
from. Each slide should only take about 1 minute, with 3 min Q&A’s throughout and a
15 min discussion/Q&A at the end.
Your instructions are italicizes. Suggested scripting / talking points are either in
standard or bold.
Today is National Constitution Day – a day when the United States government asks
teachers in America to talk to students about the constitution.
You should all know this by now, but America exists because of the Constitution. It’s a
document with legal power.
Actually, it’s kind of like THE legal document: It’s where all other laws in America get
their power from!
States have constitutions that say how they are run and what their laws are, but even
those documents get their power and authority – their ability to say what happens in
those states – from the Constitution of the United States of America (the federal
constitution).
Since we’re talking about laws, let’s first talk about the first subject many of you
probably think of when you hear the word law: Crime.
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Let’s first get into it by covering three ‘big truths’:
1) In courtrooms and with authorities like police officers, ignorance of the law is not
an accepted defense for breaking it.
2) That means that even if someone breaks a law on accident, they still have to deal
with the consequences!
3) It seems obvious, but when a law is broken and the person responsible is caught,
they will have to go to court…
Here’s the thing though: that’s true even if the person did whatever crime they’re
accused of without understanding that what they were doing was a crime! That
person may have broken a law on accident, but they are still responsible, and can be
punished because of their responsibility (which is called their legal liability)!
That’s not just obvious stuff like robbing or murder!
If someone takes all the free samples at a grocery store but a law recently passed making
taking more than three samples a crime, the person could get in trouble for their actions!
That might not sound fair, but we’ll get to fairness in a minute.
For now, let’s keep going…
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Court is expensive – lawyers are expensive, filing paperwork is expensive, and paying people
who have fancy law degrees gets expensive.
To save everyone money – and to make sure everyone gets some kind of guaranteed result
from going to court, many people accused of crimes are offered deals called plea bargains.
People accused of crimes accept these plea-bargain deals to take responsibility in exchange
for a smaller punishment, since they might be punished much more for the crime if they are
found guilty at the end of a trial.
These deals, or PLEA DEALS, are agreements between the defendants and prosecutors in
which the defendant agrees to plead guilty to some or all charges against them in exchange
for leniency from the prosecutors.
More than 97 percent of federal criminal convictions are obtained through plea bargains,
and the states are not far behind at 94 percent.
It might not seem fair that people who are guilty can get smaller punishments, and it also
might not seem fair like an innocent person could take a small punishment to avoid the risk
of being found guilty of something they did not do, but that is the world we live in.
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Remember it like this: The law says what the law says, not what we want it to say.
Instead of worrying about fairness…
the best thing YOU can do RIGHT NOW
is be prepared to not break the law on accident.
“I’m not saying it’s right or wrong kids – and I think if you don’t like that this is the way the
world works you should try to DO something about it. For now though – for today, and the
rest of this school year? For now you should be prepared to know how to ‘think within the
law’ meaning you might not know all the laws, but you can avoid breaking the law anyway!’

Allow up to 3 min. for discussion around this slide.
‘Shaping law’ = Project Citizen (contact us for more info)
General idea: If they think the law is unfair and there should be some kind of ‘immunity’ for
simple, accidental crimes, they should get involved with making that an actual law –
American Democracy may not make it EASY, but it IS PLAUSIBLE and POSSIBLE.
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Transition Naturally
Next, spend about 10 minutes going over these very different scenarios that all show ways
young people can get into trouble with police and the law, even if they think they’re just
having fun.
Don’t forget to get deeper into a discussion by asking the youth you are speaking with if
they’ve ever heard of kids being in situations like these.
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Some of you know of a house in the neighborhood that’s been abandoned for years. If not,
you can imagine one.
So picture this: One night some of the kids go over and go inside to explore. Since there’s no
one living there so it seems like no big deal right?
The problem is, it can lead to all sorts of criminal charges!
They can be charged with trespassing just for being there, they can be accused of property
destruction or vandalism if the site has graffiti or damage – even if the didn’t have anything
to do with it!
They could be ticketed for being out past curfew if it’s too late in the evening…
They could even be accused of setting the place on fire intentionally, which is called arson, if
it had been burned before and no one had been caught!
Now they might not get charged with ALL of these things, or maybe the do get charged with
them all but then aren’t found guilty of them all. Or maybe the manage to get a plea deal.
The point is: you get this is a LOT of risk and that it could end up very badly, right?!

Consider asking them here about ‘who thinks this could get as bad as I’m saying, and who
disagrees’ but you can also save it for anywhere else in the script – maybe save it as a ‘just in
case’ the class begins to get disengaged and itn’t already jumping in on their own.
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Some kids see their friends across the street. Since there are no cars around, they just cross
the street to meet them.
Even though no one is getting hurt, the kids could get ticketed if there was a crosswalk or
traffic light nearby. Crossing the street where you’re not supposed to is called jaywalking. It
may not seem like that big of a deal to some young people, but tickets cost a lot of money!
Speaking of money, even if there isn’t a criminal situation that happens jaywalking can lead
to a car accident.
Even though pedestrians (which are people that walk in the street) have what’s called the
right of way (meaning cars are required to not do things like run them over), a pedestrian
could be sued if they ‘caused’ the accident, and lose all there money!
Jaywalking can also raise suspicions – if a police officer sees kids jaywalking they can think
they are just some young people taking a lazy shortcut, but they also might think it’s a group
of kids trying to get away from a scene as quickly as possible. That could lead to more
questions, and you could end up being suspected of doing something you didn’t do if a crime
happened to be reported around the same time (like if a new piece of graffiti appears a few
blocks away on the same day that you get ticketed). Why take the risk?! Just use the
crosswalk!
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NOTE: Additional High School Voice content for this one
----------Fireworks are not supposed to be used by kids without an adult around, but some students still manage to get
their hands on them.
To avoid getting in trouble, they might go out into a desert away from their homes to set those fireworks off. By
trying to not get in trouble with their parents, they’re actually putting themselves in more danger!
Fireworks can easily cause wildfires and if young people are found responsible, they might not be charged with
arson but there are many other crimes they may be charged with and fines they could have to pay.
Since they probably won’t have the money to pay the fines, that young person’s parents or guardians would be
responsible for paying them.
What’s crazy is that even if there’s no damage, you could be cited just for setting the fireworks off anyway!
There are laws about a kind of behavior called reckless endangerment that can lead to time in jail or prison! If
you get caught just setting the fireworks off in a place where a wildfire MIGHT start because it’s so dry, they
might charge you for doing something that COULD HAVE put people’s lives in danger!
Things get even worse if someone dies on accident. Maybe it’s a firefighter who dies while putting out the fire.
Maybe the fireworks still manage to burn a house down while someone is inside. However it happens, if
someone accidentally dies, you can be charged with something called manslaughter, and that could mean
serious prison time for your accident!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------HIGH SCHOOL KIDS:

You might have it worse than some 5th graders or middle school kids messing around. Just by going off to
college, you’re likely to mess around with your freedom more - you ARE allowed to use fireworks after all. Well,
the legal ones. Legal or not, your liability (your ability to get sued or charged with a crime for your actions) goes
way up once you turn 18! But also, let’s be honest… you are GOING to want to try out some of your new
freedoms – things you can do without your parents once you’re an adult.
Something like fireworks at a house party can seem like a fun no big deal thing, but quickly get out of control.
There are plenty of examples like that, but something about kids going to parties and fires… this… this thought
should just kind of terrify you, and stick with you. You don’t want to be dealing with the consequences of a fire
because a stupid hangout night got a bit wild. So just let that sit with you as we move on….
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Sometimes TV shows & movies have scenes where kids to go to houses and throw toilet
paper all over them as a prank. The kids pulling the prank use a ton of rolls.
They throw them on the roof of a house, all over the fences if the house has one, and then
they cover the trees and bushes with more toilet paper.
It seems like a harmless thing kids like you might do, but if the paper gets wet it will stick to
surfaces and damage the plants, trees, and grass. That creates a mess that can cost
thousands of dollars to clean up. What sounds like a childhood prank could lead to felony
property destruction charges if the kids get caught. The parents or guardians could also be
responsible for paying for the damage in a situation like this.
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Imagine a group of students start a band.
Of course one of the first things they do is start putting stickers featuring their band’s name
all over town.
It’s just innocent fun though – it’s not like spray paint or anything, so that’s not like graffiti,
right? Wrong!
The kids could still be charged with “Placing graffiti on or otherwise defacing property”
Even though stickers seem temporary (they’re just paper, ink and glue after all), because a
tool like a scrapper or wool brush might be needed to remove any trace of them ever having
been placed, this could lead to citations.
Want to know something even crazier? Let’s say the band gave all the stickers to their
friends and didn’t keep any for themselves. Because they made the stickers, they could still
be charged in a way where they had some responsibility under the law! Again, that might
not seem fair, but the law says what the law says, not what we want it to say. That means
they’re still risking a punishment.
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If a few teenagers get their hands on some fireworks and decide to set them off in a mail box, it
seems like just ‘kids getting into trouble’.
That’s not the case. Destroying mailboxes is a federal crime!
Punishments can include 3 years in jail and $250,000 in fines – all for a bit of childhood mischief.
Why do kids mess with mailboxes? I have no idea!
It just seems to be a thing.
You might see TV shows or movies where someone drives while another person hangs out the car
and hits mailboxes with a bat, knocking them over.
I don’t get what the appeal is, but I can tell you this: EACH MAILBOX IS ANOTHER CHARGE.
If they knock over ten boxes? That could be 30 years!
Let’s try a few more…
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Constructive possession is when people have committed a crime and can be criminally prosecuted for
being near things they’re not supposed to be near, even if those things don’t belong to them.
This actually happens a lot with kids and stolen cars – one kid will ‘steal’ a parent’s or family friend’s
car and invite their friends to ride along, then all of the students face car theft charges when they get
caught!
Drugs, guns, and alcohol also lead to constructive possession charges– if police break up a house
party and one kid has drugs or a gun, other kids in the home can be charged with constructive
possession!
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In January 2021 – this actually happened here in Nevada – A large group of kids met up at the Meadows
Mall in Las Vegas to hang out.
The group kept growing, eventually reaching over 100 teens. It was like a house party without a house.
I don’t know if you’ve done the math yet, but January 2020 – that was still pretty early in the COVID
thing! Everyone was still doing remote learning from home, only doctors and seniors were getting the
vaccines… it was not a time when large groups of people (let alone kids) were supposed to be hanging
out!
Eventually, a security guard noticed them hanging out without spending any money, and instructed
them to leave.
Then things got REAL: SOME of the students refused to leave, so they were already racking up
trespassing charges but things only get worse from there.
First, some kids began to attack the security guard. Other students joined in to stop those kids from
attacking the guard – it was chaos. Eventually fights began to break out all over among the kids in the
mall – remember, there were over 100 students there!
Because the mall has tons of security cameras, many of the kids were tracked down and faced charges
like assault, battery, and engaging in malicious mischief. The problem is that even with the video, it’s
completely possible that good kids that were in the wrong place at the wrong time got in just as much
trouble as some of the other kids – they could have looked just as guilty!
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Hate crimes are when someone commits a normal crime you might think of like graffiti, assault, battery, or
murder but they do it because of hate.
Getting in a fight with someone could get you in legal trouble – fighting is a crime.
Getting in a fight with someone because you don’t like their race, religion, or the people they love though will
get you punished for the original crime of fighting.
Hate crimes can add anywhere from 1 to 20 years to a punishment…and that’s just under state law!
Two hate crimes that kids might think of as ‘harmless pranks’ that can actually result in LENGTHY time in jail or
prison are spray-painting the Nazi Swastika symbol to harass Jewish people and non-white people, and using
bacon to harass Muslims by putting it on things they need to touch (it has to do with their religious beliefs).

These acts might not hurt anyone physically, but they hurt communities deeply and are punished accordingly.
One Anti-Muslimism bacon case in Las Vegas even had the FBI offering a $5,000 reward to help catch the
person! If they had been caught, they could have been punished twice: Once for Nevada crimes, and then
again for Federal crimes – all relating to leaving some bacon on a door handle!
This was a grown up doing a stupid and very mean thing, but imagine it: can you not think of some kid that
would do it ‘just because it seems funny’? They don’t hate anyone, they just don’t think before they act. The
point of this whole presentation though is that “THE LAW SAYS WHAT THE LAW SAYS, NOT WHAT WE WANT IT
TO SAY” so a kid making a dumb decision without thinking things out could cause themselves A LOT of trouble…
all because they didn’t learn to ‘think within the law’.
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You may want to use this slide to host about three minutes of conversation by inviting questions
about the examples. This instruction is really just designed for instructors who seem to have a
quiet room though.
If your kids have been actively engaged and paying attention and asking questions along the way,
keep moving – you don’t want to run out of time!
Alright, so that was what….nine examples of ways you could end up in bigger trouble than you
realize, right? So first up: can I get one or two examples we didn’t cover – something that before
this conversation you would not have thought of as being something you could get not just
grounded for, but in trouble with the law for doing? Maybe something like a prank?
Let them answer, or drag an answer out of them. Maybe even give an example from your
childhood without implicating yourself too much. Our team uses ‘pranks that could have gone
wrong’ examples, and the kids seem to respond well (and respectfully) to those.
The point is, lots of things can be break laws even if they’re not obviously criminal, like the
previous examples. What makes things even harder is that we live in the United States where the
law is rooted in what we call a Living Document, meaning it is constantly growing and changing.
Lawyers even have to go to law school for three years just to know the basic stuff about law that
lets them do their jobs – and you don’t have time to do that yet and I’m sure not all of you want
to be lawyers or judges!
If the laws keep changing, it might seem hard to not accidentally break them no matter how hard
you try, but that’s not true! Let’s think about what you can do to keep yourself safe.
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Use the thoughts and statements on the following 5 slides to empower the young person or
persons you are speaking with to make intentional and law-abiding decisions when they’re
having unstructured and unsupervised time as they begin to re-enter the world, and as things
return to normal.
Those examples are just a few of the real ways young people get into actual trouble with the
law, even though they didn’t know they were committing crimes!
The average person – adult or child - doesn’t want to get in trouble with the law, but they
don’t have time to go to law school. That doesn’t matter though – they are still responsible
for following all the laws, even the ones they don’t know!
Thankfully, you can remember two short saying to keep you out of accidental legal trouble:
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The first is ‘pause before you prank’.
That just means that if you’re about to do something silly or funny that you wouldn’t
normally do, just ask yourself “Is this something that could actually get me in legal trouble?”
The fireworks in mailboxes and toilet-paper scenarios are two good examples where “Pause
before you prank” can keep a person from making a regrettable mistake that crosses the
lines into violations of the law.
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The other saying is “Think within the law” or even “Think within the context of the law”.
Thinking within the context of the law just takes ‘pause before you prank’ a bit farther.
The idea of constructive possession – that you can get in legal trouble just for being near
someone who is doing something illegal – that’s the kind of thing where you have to stop
and again ask yourself ‘Is being in this situation worth the risk that I could get in legal
trouble, even if I don’t know for sure that it’s illegal?”

While I hope this never happens, let’s even say you’ve fallen into a point in your life where
you decide “So what, I’ll risk a little crime…” something like graffiti. Even then, thinking
within the context of law could change your mind: while some graffiti might just lead to six
months in jail and a $1,000 fine, if you do enough damage that it becomes felony property
damage, and they also charge you with trespassing and other charges – maybe something
like evading police or resisting arrest – you could be looking several years in prison and
thousands of dollars in fines!
So thinking within the law is more than just asking yourself “is this a crime?”. It’s asking you
to really “do the math” to understand there might be much greater consequences for your
actions than you realize!
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Reading right off the slide is usually bad, but once or twice can’t hurt.
Cover the points, and considering using up to 3 minutes for questions / comments to balance
the room energy
Still, it’s important to keep moving forward – you’re about to get to the constitutional core of
the talk.
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Alright, so clearly there are ways you can get into bigger trouble than you realize, and we
also covered just a few ways where being in the wrong place at the wrong time can get you
into trouble. You all know some of this just from living though, right? It’s clear some of
you – if not all of you – can see how it can seem like life can suddenly become scary through
no fault of your own. It doesn’t have to be that way though.
Who in here has been in trouble for a situation where you looked guilty but you weren’t?
[Let them respond, allow for discussion if time is avail.]
Alright, so let me now ask you this: who knows what do you do if you get in a situation with
police where you know you didn’t do something, but it looks really bad?
[Let them guess / respond]
What words do you expect to hear police say on TV besides “put your hands up!” and
“freeze”!..?
[let them guess, then segue into the next slide with…]
Let’s talk about what you can do to feel better about being out in the world, living your lives,
and just trying to be good humans!
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You have probably all heard some version of the following, whether in real-life or on TV:
“You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will be used against you in a
court of law. You have the right to an attorney. If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be
appointed to you. Do you understand these rights as I have read them to you?”
If it’s not those exact words, it’s pretty close. Those words represent what are called
Miranda Rights, and they are a summary of some of the rights you are guaranteed based on
the United States Constitution and amendments to that document. They are not all of your
rights, but they important ones – when you are in specific situations – like when you’re being
accused of a crime – those rights can protect you from getting yourself into trouble!

HIGH SCHOOL CONTENT, (Grades 5-8 more at your discretion, but still encouraged) ::
Miranda Rights are named after the landmark U.S. Supreme Court case Miranda v.
Arizona. Ernesto Miranda was arrested for stealing $8.00 from an Arizona bank worker. After
two hours of questioning, Miranda confessed not only to the robbery but also to kidnapping
and rape. When he was brought in for questioning, he was never told that he did not have to
speak to police, or that he could consult with a lawyer. He simply confessed to the crimes and
was found guilty.
His case was brought to the Supreme Court and led to an expanded understand of how the
rights granted to people in the United States by the 5th and 6th amendments should apply and
be upheld in some situations (specifically, those related to people being accused – correctly
or incorrectly – of crimes).
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Miranda Rights are named after the landmark U.S. Supreme Court case Miranda v. Arizona.
Ernesto Miranda was arrested for stealing $8.00 from an Arizona bank worker. After two
hours of questioning, Miranda confessed not only to the robbery but also to other crimes.
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When he was brought in for questioning, he was never told that he did not have to speak to police, or
that he could consult with a lawyer. He simply confessed to the crimes and was found guilty.
His case was brought to the Supreme Court and led to an expanded understand of how the rights granted
to people in the United States by the 5th and 6th amendments should apply and be upheld in some
situations (specifically, those related to people being accused – correctly or incorrectly – of crimes).
A side-note you can mention to the students, depending how you’re doing on time (if you’re on block
schedule, you could turn this into an entire conversation):
Miranda rights seem like a very ‘U.S. American’ THING. There are tons of shows about police and law
enforcement that use it, you kids who’ve not been in trouble with the law recognize those words, and
anyone being detained by police in the United States are going to hear them at some point.
Those words are a celebration, exercise, and summary of your rights – rights that were developed over
200 years ago as part of the negotiations that made our country. In order to have the different
colonies ratify our constitution, a bill of rights – in the form of amendments to the constitution – was
promised to the people.
[This year we’re all keeping our heads above water due to COVID / DELTA / Getting back to some kind of
normal. In the future we may turn this into an annual essay contest. There’s nothing stropping you from
doing that in your class this year though! ] Here’s a side-conversation / question you can also use:

So how do you feel about the fact that Miranda – who ended up going back to court and being found
guilty without the use of his confession – was a pretty hard-core criminal, yet he’s the reason all people
- innocent or guilty beyond the eyes of court and the law, but in fact alone - can protect themselves ?!
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Just because you know you “Have the right to remain silent”, what does that mean?
Just because you “have the right to an attorney” what does that mean?
One of the ways a lot of people get themselves in trouble is by thinking they can just shout “I
know my rights” or “I have my rights” and even “You’re violating my rights”. It’s not the
words that get them in trouble, but that they end up doing things like resisting arrest while
shouting them – stuff like that causes problems!

It helps to really understand what your rights are, what it looks like to actually USE them
rather than just HAVE them, and even where they come from!
So, let’s get into it!
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Even if you can’t remember anything else, everyone knows the first line unless you’ve never
watched a tv show or movie:
You have the right to remain silent.
It’s so simple, but a lot of people – good people – get themselves in trouble because they
either don’t know when to start using their rights, or they think they don’t need to use them.
Imagine this: You’re standing outside a 7/11 waiting for your friends to meet you there,
when a police officer pulls up. They get out of the car, seem really relaxed, and ask if you
know anything about some graffiti that has been going up in the neighborhood. You say no
– because you don’t know what they’re talking about – and don’t pay much more attention
as they walk around the building.
Suddenly they come back holding a backpack and a can of spray paint, asking if they belong
to you. Apparently they found it behind the 7/11. You explain “Never seen them ma’am. I’m
just here waiting for some friends…”.
Then, they have more questions for you.
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The Fifth Amendment to the United States constitution is where this right comes from. It
gives people Right Against Self-Incrimination: a protection that means people “cannot be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against themselves”
That DOES mean you don’t have to testify in court if you ever get charged with a crime, but
that is not the only meaning to being a witness against yourself.
It also means not setting yourself up to look guilty for something you didn’t do. It means
that people don’t have to reveal to the police any information that might lead to their arrest
or prosecution.
Getting back to the courtroom though, if you’ve heard people use the phrases “I take the
Fifth,” or, “I plead the Fifth”, they are saying they are invoking (meaning they’re using) their
5th amendment rights. They are not admitting they did something illegal, they are saying
that what they might need to say could make it appear like they did something criminal –
enough to get them convicted of a crime.
Does that mean you should never talk to police though? Not really! If you want to help
police in their investigations into any kind of crime, you should! It’s just a matter of how you
do that and when you do that - what’s the best way possible to help the police without
hurting yourself?
Well, this is what’s so cool about your constitutional rights: they help protect you even when
you speak with law enforcement. Most of that help comes from the 6th Amendment!
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The Sixth Amendment says that people have “the right to counsel in their defense”. This
means that someone who is accused of a crime has the right to a lawyer. So, if you are
talking with police, does this mean that you get a lawyer right away?
No. You aren’t given a lawyer just because you are talking with a law enforcement official.
You have to be accused of a crime first. Even then, you may still have to pay for a lawyer – if
you are able to afford one.
The government provides and pays for a lawyer for people defending themselves against
criminal charges only when those people cannot afford to pay a lawyer themselves. These
lawyers are called public defenders. Public defenders are required to provide “effective”
counsel. They must give good advice to their clients and provide a reasonably good defense
if the case goes to trial.
But going back to the ‘You look guilty but you didn’t do anything” situation…what can you do
if you still want to help (or even if you just want to protect yourself)? Well, this is where it
helps to ‘not wish you could un-say something’, by using your right to remain silent.
If you want to help the police but fear it looks bad for you, stay silent for now, then talk to
them later once you have a lawyer. You may have to hire one (if you can afford it), but you
can always wait to have a lawyer with you to answer police questions if you want to.
Ultimately, it’s really cool that the US Constitution given these kinds of rights, but you need
to make the decisions about when and how to use them.
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Before we wrap up, let’s talk about one more right that protects you in situations that could look bad,
even though it’s not mentioned in the Miranda Warning: Your rights under the 4th Amendment.
The 4th Amendment protects you from ‘unlawful search & seizure’.
A "search" under the Fourth Amendment is when a public employee (like a police officer) looks at
something that is considered "private". It typically takes two things in order for something to be
considered "private":
1) A citizen thought it was private and it would not be able to be viewed by the public (For example,
something inside a house would be private, something on the driveway could be viewed by anyone).
2) The expectations of privacy are realistic (It wouldn't be realistic to expect something on your driveway
to be private). When someone is "seized" they are not free to leave (like being arrested and placed in jail).
When something is "seized" it cannot be taken back (like the police taking your wallet and not giving it
back).
Think about it: “You have the right not to be subject to unlawful search and seizure” isn’t in the Miranda
warning…but you still have that right. If you’re stopped by the police and they ask to search you, you can
choose not to say anything. That does not mean they will not search you or that they are violating your
rights by searching you. It just means you did not agree to the search.
So why not just let them search? Maybe you just have a note from a friend and it’s really embarrassing
and you don’t want anyone to see it. Maybe you borrowed a friends jacket and there’s something illegal
in it you didn’t know about. Maybe someone left something in a car you were driving that you didn’t
know about.
The point is that if you end up being accused of something you didn’t do and evidence used in a search
you didn’t agree to was part of that accusation, a lawyer may be able to have the evidence thrown out
(meaning it can’t be used against you) if the search was done illegally. If you agree to a search, you’ve
given permission and waived ( or in other words, given up) your 4th amendment protections in that
moment.

So what does this mean? Should you just never talk to police and avoid them at all costs? Should you be
constantly scared of being found guilty for things you didn’t do?
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Of course not!
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Smart & Sensible
Sometimes when people look guilty, it’s hard to see them any other way. The U.S.
Constitution can protect you in these situations.
When speaking with law enforcement – or anyone involved in an investigation, you can
always be respectful while exercising your rights.
The less you say, the more room a lawyer has to fix things.
Don’t yell, don’t shout, and remember that you can always wait for a lawyer before being
helpful to an investigation by answering questions from law enforcement.
The constitution isn’t just some old document – It’s the foundation for law in our nation, but
it also protects everyone by granting them powerful rights. One thing it doesn’t do though
is force you to know about them - It’s up to you to spend time learning more about your
rights and how to use them. Hopefully today helped though.
That’s about it…so Happy National Constitution Day everyone! I hope it was interesting and
now you want to learn even more about your rights!
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Wrap up, contact us with your students questions, or best of all….
KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING BY USING OUR BLOG!
Project REAL keeps an ‘extra content’ law blog on our website.
Get started by going here:

http://projectrealnv.org/connect/blog
Around 95% of the ‘articles’ there have been formatted to be used as classroom content.
You can use them to lead discussions by using the questions as conversation prompts, or
assign them with homework.
Many feature LAW MATH questions which don’t require legal training – if your students
are internet connected, they can figure it out. You just judge based on effort and a bit of
googling yourself! Please feel free to contact us for more info.
Thank you for participating in our 2021 Constitution Day conversations, and please don’t
hesitate to reach out to us about any of our other resources.
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